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FIGHTER BATTLE OVER FRANCE

British pilots - of an English and a Canadian squadron led by a

"veteran" Wing Commander who has a personal score of 18 confirmed

victories, destroyed 6 enemy aircraft over France today.

One of the British pilots failed to return with the formation.

"We saw 15 Messerschmitts about two miles below us, climbing hard,"

said the Wing Commander on his return. "Leaving the British squadron on

top, I sent down several sections of the Canadians to attack, I stayed
with the others, keeping a look out in case assistance was wanted.

"It wasn’t. Those boys just sailed into the German fighters, and

they were a grand sight to watch ’whooping' down and mixing it with the

Hun.

"After the fight had been going on for a time our pilots started to

chase the Messerschmitts deeper into France and, as I didn't want them to

get too widely scattered, I told then over the radio to come back and call

it off.

"It was as well that I did, for another bunch of Messerschmitts had

appeared higher up. I told the English squadron to mix it with these.

They didn't want any encouragement, and almost at once I saw one

Messerschmitt go screaming straight down. It was so quick that I thought

he was trying a violent evasive dive, but he soon poured smoke and hit

the sea with a bigger splash than I’ve ever seen. I reckon he fell 18,000
feet altogether.

"In this second show we dealt with about 12 Messerschmitts. There

were more to come, for we ran into another bunch on the way back.

"I saw a French Canadian pilot having a tough struggle, the

Messerschmitt he was fighting finally plunged into a wood just inside the

French coast, and exploded like a bomb.

"Over the coast and the Channel we met odd twos and threes of the

enemy, which we dealt with. Altogether I think we encountered about

60 Messerschmitts.

"Really it was a grand afternoon for both squadrons." Today's
score brings the total of Fighter Command’s top scoring station to nearly

900 enemy aircraft destroyed.

After this afternoon's engagement, two Polish squadrons which went

out later could find only 6 Messerschmitts in the air.


